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Powerful 600 lumens
Aircraft grage aluminum
Tactial control wire included
Twist for constant on or tailcap

   button for momentary on
LED bulb system
Flawless white beam
Striking/defensive bezel
Easy rail mounting system
Limited one-year warranty

Export Warning: These products are subject to one or more of the export control laws and regulations of the U.S. Government. Pending the model these products are under the control jurisdiction of 
either the US Department of State or the US Bureau of Industry and Security US Department of Commerce. Export without proper licensing or consent is strictly prohibited. 

J600W
At the forefront of the ATN Javelin series is our ATN Javelin 

J600W that can be hand-carried or weapon mounted. It has a 
powerful 600 lumen LEDs. The ATN Javelin J600W Flashlight is 
designed for any kind of environment or circumstance. Compact and 
durable the ATN Javelin J600W is suitable for Police, Military, EMS 
and civilian use. 

The ATN Javelin J600W can be hand-carried or attached to a 
weapon by a mount. This Device is suitable for SWAT team missions 
or by users during aggressive sports. The ATN Javelin J600W has a 
modular bezel in front, which can be used as an attacking bezel by 
Law Enforcement personnel or as a defensive tool. It can also be used 
as a powerful defensive Flashlight. In a dark atmosphere, if an 
assailant is afflicted by the 600 lumens of the ATN Javelin J600W 
Flashlight, they will experience approximately 10 seconds of transient 
blindness. Law Enforcement personnel can use the high light and 
bezel as an advantage during close quarter combat.

Tactical wire control system included. 
Pierce the night with the ATN Javelin J600W Flashlight.

SPECIFICATIONS

MATERIAL AIRCRAFT GRADE ALUMINIUM

POWER IN LUMENS 600 LUMENS

LAMP TYPE LED

BATTERY TYPE 3V CR123A LITHIUM X 4

MOUNT PICATINNY / STANDARD WEAVER

LENGHT 202 MM

WEIGHT 0.38 KG 

COLOR BLACK


